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As professional climate change deniers become increasingly irrelevant and
desperate, so do their distraction and smear efforts. These are mostly just
noise in the background these days, as the media increasingly appears to
be recogniz ing the intellectual bankruptcy of the industry- funded climate
change denial effort and those who do its bidding. Occasionally, though, I
will debunk the most egregio...See More
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[03/3/2013  07:09 PM PST] 

 
Michael E. Mann 
 
As professional climate change deniers become increasingly irrelevant and desperate, so do their distraction and smear 
efforts. These are mostly just noise in the background these days, as the media increasingly appears to be recognizing the 
intellectual bankruptcy of the industry-funded climate change denial effort and those who do its bidding. Occasionally, 
though, I will debunk the most egregious of the smears and falsehoods, both to set the record straight, and to arm readers 
w/ the information necessary to evaluate the credibility of the various actors in the climate change denial campaign. 
 
The *second* of today's examples is the vile assemblage of insinuations and falsehoods being promoted lately by two of the 
usual suspects, Stephen McIntyre (http://www.desmogblog.com/steve-mcintyre) and Anthony Watts 
(http://www.desmogblog.com/anthony-watts), both of whom are featured prominently in my book "The Hockey Stick and 
the Climate Wars" (www.amazon.com/The-Hockey-Stick-Climate-Wars/dp/023115254X/) if you're looking for more 
background material. 
 
In an apparent effort to manufacture a nefarious plot out of whole cloth, Mr. McIntyre (parroted by Mr. Watts) imagines a 
great conspiracy involving selective truncation of time series and implicating multiple scientists. It all relates to a single 
graphic portraying the famous Hansen 1988 climate model predictions and how they compare with observations. 
 
McIntyre is correct that the original version of the graphic in question is from my book "Dire Predictions: Understanding 
Global Warming" co-authored with Lee Kumphttp://www.amazon.com/Dire-Predictions-Understanding-Illustrated-
Findings/dp/0756639956/) published in July 2008. It is that graphic that I have reprinted elsewhere (e.g. in "The Hockey 
Stick and the Climate Wars"), and which I was able to animate for use in my public lectures thanks to the good folks at TED 
(http://www.collegian.psu.edu/archive/2011/11/11/TEDx_preview_enlightened_speakers.aspx). Unfortunately, little else Mr. 
McIntyre has to say is correct. 
 
Fortunately, I kept the original draft spread we submitted to the artists at DK (the publishers of DP jointly with Pearson 
publishing), created on July 26, 2007 (according to MS word). It is shown here, side-by-side with the version of the graphic 
as it appeared in the final spread of DP published a year later, in July 2008. Readers can compare the original and final 
versions to verify that they convey the same data, same end dates, etc. no truncation of data, etc. albeit prettied up and 
simplified (among other things, by showing a single version of the instrumental record) by the "Information Architects"--as 
they like to call themselves--of DK. Moreover, readers may be able to make out in the original draft spread the citation for 
the figure. If you can't read it, the legend reads "From Hansen et al. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 
2006" while the footnote reads "James Hansen Photo: http://scicolloq.gsfc.nasa.gov/Hansen.jpg; Temperature graphic 
from: http://www.realclimate.org/images/Hansen06_fig2.jpg;(from: Hansen, J., Mki. Sato, R. Ruedy, K. Lo, D.W. Lea, and 
M. Medina-Elizade, 2006: Global temperature change. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci., 103, 14288-14293, 
doi:10.1073/pnas.0606291103")]. The Hansen et al figure had been shown in a recent RealClimate article by Gavin Schmidt 
(http://www.realclimate.org/index.php/archives/2007/05/hansens-1988-projections/) from which the jpeg image was 
directly taken, and a vertical line and year label indicating the date of the prediction "1988" was added. So in other words, 
the figure was straight from the most recent comparison by James Hansen's group that was available in the published 
literature at the time we drafted the spread in summer 2007. And that is what was provided to DK. And yes, they did pretty 
it up and simplify it, as is the standard for books aimed at a lay audience. And yes, I did sign off on the final galleys, etc. so 
I take full ownership of any choices DK made in simplifying this and all other graphics in the book. There is always a 
delicate balance that we deal with as communicators of science between retaining the relevant level of detail to be faithful 
to the science, while simplifying what is displayed to the point that a lay audience gets the correct takeaway message.  
 
With all of his putative powers of deduction, it seems remarkable that Mr. McIntyre couldn't figure this out, and instead 
chose to invent an entire conspiracy theory involving not just me, but multiple scientists, the AGU, IPCC, etc. There is a 
principle in science called "Occam's Razor"--translated for the situation at hand, it is this: do your homework and see if 
there is a simple explanation of something before you dream up an elaborate world-wide conspiracy. It is certainly curious 
that some self-styled "auditors" of science seem so resistant to that principle. 
 
A final note here: Thanks to the good folks at DK, we were able to bring alive many of the somewhat dry graphics available 
at the time from either the professional literature or the newly published IPCC AR4 (2007) report (and the good folks at TED 
were nice enough to help me animate several of these graphics a couple years ago for use in my public lectures). We plan 
to update DP following the publication of the AR5 draft, so look out for it :) At that point I will be updating my lecture slides, 
many of which are indeed somewhat out of date. In the meantime, be skeptical when you hear paranoid conspiracy theories 
about the various figures shown by me or other climate scientists who are at the receiving end of ugly daily attacks aimed 
at discrediting us and climate science more generally. 
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